Current treatment of peripheral infected wounds:  
Our vacuum-assisted closure experiences
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: In this study, we present our experiences on peripheral vacuum-assisted closure (VAC) applications in our clinic.

Patients and methods: Between January 2012 and December 2019, a total of 64 patients (40 males, 24 females; mean age 67.9 years; range, 35 to 94 years) undergoing peripheral VAC therapy were retrospectively analyzed. The VAC system was changed at weekly intervals, until a negative culture was obtained or laboratory values returned to normal ranges and were not suggestive of infections.

Results: In 16 patients (25%), the main indication for VAC was previous femoral pseudoaneurysm repair. *Escherichia coli* was the most commonly isolated strain from the wound site. The mean length of hospital stay was 54.1 days.

Conclusion: Peripheral wound infections cause a significant increase in the length of hospital stay, cost, and mortality. Vacuum-assisted closure applications may reduce these rates. It is an ideal method to be used throughout surgery to fight against surgical site infections.
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Vacuum-assisted closure (VAC®) is an effective way to remove exudative fluid and to promote wound healing.[1] Currently, VAC therapy has been used in a wide variety of different wound types such as diabetic foot, pressure ulcers, mediastinitis, and amputation-stump sites.[2] The manufacturer of the VAC systems (KCI Medical Inc., TX, USA) do not recommend VAC therapy in patients undergoing vascular reconstruction, for anastomosis sites, or in the presence of exposed vessels.[3] Therefore, the use of VAC therapy in patients with peripheral arterial disease is limited.

Surgical site infections (SSIs) are serious risks for prolonged hospitalizations, morbidity, and mortality.[4] These infections also increase the healthcare costs.[5] The risk of SSI increases particularly in the presence of diseases such as peripheral arterial disease, obesity, and diabetes mellitus (DM).[6] The groin area is particularly risky and surgical incision to this area poses a great risk for SSIs, since this area is a suitable site for bacteria due to its proximity to urogenital and perianal sites. However, it is possible to achieve successful results with VAC therapy with reduced hospital costs.

In this study, we present our experiences on peripheral VAC applications in the treatment of wound infections in our clinic.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Between January 2012 and December 2019, a total of 64 patients (40 males, 24 females; mean age 67.9 years; range, 35 to 94 years) undergoing peripheral VAC therapy for wound infections at Istanbul Mehmet Akif Ersoy Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery Training and Research Hospital were...
retrospectively analyzed. The patient data were obtained from the hospital database. The VAC applications for permanent pacemaker sites and mediastinitis were excluded from the study. A written informed consent was obtained from each patient. The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of Istanbul Mehmet Akif Ersoy Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery Training and Research Hospital. The study was conducted in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Vacuum-assisted closure therapy protocol**

Patients with superficial or deep tissue infections were primarily treated with wound dressings as recommended by the Department of Aesthetic, Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery of Istanbul Mehmet Akif Ersoy Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery Training and Research Hospital. After sufficient treatment, superficial infections were primarily sutured following debridement. Deep and large infections were treated using the VAC. The patients were routinely administered with 3 g of cephazolin on a daily basis starting with the induction of anesthesia for prophylaxis. Wound cultures were obtained and were debrided under regional anesthesia, if required. If the wound cultures stayed positive or the wound became clinically deteriorated (with increased infectious parameters) despite the treatment, we decided to treat the patient using VAC. The patients were administered with proper antibiotics according to the antibiograms. In case of a negative culture, prophylactic antibiotics were administered. As per the manufacturer’s recommendations, we did not use the VAC system for exposed vessels or graft anastomosis sites. The wound was continuously vacuumed at 75 mmHg throughout the therapy. We only used one layer of silver-coated VAC sponges for the wounds. The VAC system was changed at weekly intervals, until a negative culture was obtained or laboratory values including white blood cell count, C-reactive protein, and procalcitonin returned to normal ranges and were not suggestive of any infection. During the VAC changes, we obtained new cultures from the wound site. The wound was also carefully debrided every single time. The Same VAC system was used for every patient (V.A.C. ULTA, KCI USA, Inc., San Antonio, TX, USA). All patients were treated in the hospital throughout the VAC therapy. The wound was primarily closed after removal of the VAC system. In selected cases, the wound was closed using a skin graft.

**RESULTS**

In 16 patients (25%), the main indication for VAC was previous femoral pseudoaneurysm repair (Figure 1). Fourteen patients (21.9%) had saphenous vein graft site infections. Seventeen patients (26.6%) developed an infection after different types of femoral interventions (i.e., transcatheter aortic valve implantation, arteriovenous

![Figure 1. A femoral pseudoaneurysm surgical site infection treated with vacuum-assisted closure therapy.](image)
fistula repair, and peripheral cannulation for cardiac surgery). Eleven of them (17.2%) had primary peripheral arterial disease. Two patients (3.1%) required skin grafts for the wound closure (Figure 2). These patients had deeper wound infections and subcutaneous tissue and muscle debridement were made during the VAC changes. Of the patients, 47 (73.4%) had DM, which is the most common comorbidity. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients are summarized in Table 1.

Escherichia coli was the most commonly isolated strain from the wound site in 14 patients (21.9%). In 18 patients (28.1%), ≥2 bacterial strains were isolated in the cultures. Enterococci, Klebsiella, Pseudomonas, Acinetobacterium, and Candida spp. were the common strains isolated.

The mean length of hospital stay was 54.1 (range, 7 to 150) days. The mean number of VAC changes per patient was 4.9 (range, 1 to 30). Fifty-nine of them (92.2%) were uneventfully discharged from the hospital (Figure 3). Only one patient (1.6%) in whom VAC therapy was applied to the amputation stump a major bleeding. Therapy was immediately ceased and the patient was scheduled for an emergency surgery. Bleeding was controlled during surgery. Among all patients, three of them (4.7%) died, and all were due to septic complications. One of the non-survivors (1.6%) had Acinetobacter spp. infection at the time of admission.

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study, we treated our patients with wound infections with VAC therapy and our success
rate was 92% which is relatively higher than reported success rates in the literature.[7] Diabetes mellitus was the most common comorbidity in our patient group and the groin area was the most common infection site. In previous studies, the intestinal flora was the most common site.[7]

Studies have demonstrated that VAC systems enhance wound healing with multiple effects such as increasing blood flow, reducing edema, and promoting granulation tissue formation.[8] These systems also promote angiogenesis and endothelial proliferation.[8] Therefore, VAC therapy is an effective way to treat deep tissue wounds. Particularly in patients with DM and peripheral arterial diseases, VAC is helpful for extremity salvage. Despite these positive effects, VAC therapy should not be considered as an alternative treatment to surgery. Surgical debridement is still the first choice of treatment. Surgical revision is the key for wound healing. The VAC therapy should be used as an adjunct treatment.

Diabetes is one of the most important risk factors for peripheral wounds and it complicates existing wounds and makes it longer to heal. Diabetes significantly disturbs proper wound healing and tissue regeneration, leading to peripheral arterial disease.[9] Elevated systemic glucose levels in diabetic patients cause both microvascular and macrovascular complications which alters angiogenesis.[10] In addition, DM increases the risk for infection. Approximately one-fourth of all diabetic patients suffer from lower extremity infections in their life, and some of them end with amputations.[11] Diabetes mellitus is an independent risk factor for amputation, as well.[2] Therefore, it is one of the greatest risks in wound healing. In our study, 73.4% of the patients were diabetic, as expected. Strict glucose control is vital in these patients. Endocrinologists should be a part of the treatment strategy.

The VAC manufacturers do not recommend VAC therapy in patients undergoing vascular reconstruction, for anastomosis sites, or in the presence of exposed vessels.[3] In our study, we only had one patient with major bleeding. Different series have different numbers of bleedings. Svensson et al.[7] reported two major bleeding cases. Brehm et al.[12] also reported heavy bleeding in their series. The most common reason for heavy bleeding is because of the negative suction of the system. Exposed vessels or graft anastomosis sites were the most common sites of bleeding. In our patient, it was one of the exposed vessels after amputation. In high-risk patients, if VAC is needed, non-adhesive silicone-based sponges should be placed before the silver-coated adhesive sponges to prevent such an undesired complication.

A non-healing wound is strongly associated with higher mortality and amputation rates. Therefore, wound healing is critical.[13] Even with VAC therapy, one-year mortality may be as high as 27%.[12] Traditional methods such as wound dressings and irrigation can be effective ways of treating SSIs. However, these methods are mostly applied in the hospital setting which may cause cross-contamination between the patients. The VAC systems, on the other hand, are changed in the operation room setting in our hospital, which provides a more sterile environment for the wound. Therefore, we choose using VAC systems in a short manner of time.

Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus), Streptococci, Gram-negative bacteria, and anaerobic bacteria are mostly reproduced in the cultures of patients with peripheral wound infections.[13] A study from Turkey showed that S. aureus and Streptococci infections were the most common culprits. Escherichia coli (E. coli) and Pseudomonas spp. were also the most common Gram-negative sources of infection.[14] About 24% of bacterial infections were multidrug-resistant strains.[14] Cross-contamination during the hospital stay is a major risk for patients. A total of 28% of the patients were infected by more than two different strains. Some of them were multi-drug resistant strains, leading to longer hospital stays. In our study, E. coli was the most commonly isolated strain. We observed that the most common VAC site was the groin after femoral pseudoaneurysm repair. The possible reason for this is the area’s proximity to the urogenital organs and anal area. The close proximity to these sites increases the risk for infection, as these sites are rich in the intestinal and urogenital floral bacteria. The personal hygiene is also of utmost importance for these patients. Escherichia coli as the most commonly isolated strain in our study supports this claim. Aggressive antibiotherapy in these patients are needed. In our routine practice, we used cephalozolin 3 daily for surgical prophylaxis, starting with induction of anesthesia. According to the antibiograms, we modify the treatment abruptly.

Split-thickness skin grafting (STSG) helps stable and durable wound closure.[15] It is associated favorable outcomes in different patient populations such as diabetic foot.[16] In our study, three patients needed skin grafts. All of them were successfully discharged from the hospital without any additional complications. In our study, most of the patients did not need STSG.
We prefer to use VAC system as early as possible which enables us to primarily close the wound. There are studies showing considerable differences in favor of the VAC followed by STSG. In the patients scheduled to be treated using a skin graft, VAC before the treatment should be employed.\[17\]

Cost effectiveness of the VAC therapy is another issue on the matter. Philbeck et al.\[18\] reported that VAC therapy had lower costs due to much faster healing time. In our study, the mean length of hospital stay was 54.1 days, which was longer. However, to have cost-effective treatments, patients with VAC systems attached can be discharged earlier and they may later apply to the clinics for VAC changes weekly to shorten the hospital stay. Pinocy et al.\[19\] suggested the possibility of wither continuing the VAC therapy outside the hospital or that, after 14 days of treatment, the wound may be closed performing a secondary skin suture in a vertical mattress fashion. In our clinic, we do not have a procedure for follow-up of patients outside the hospital with a VAC system. Therefore, all patients were followed in the in-hospital setting. Discharging a patient with VAC system attached may have complications such as the drape of the VAC system opened, particularly in the folding areas of the skin (particularly in the groin area), which may cause additional infections. It should be taken into consideration. However, following them outside the hospital surely further reduce the treatment-related costs.

Pain in these patients is another aspect to be evaluated. Wounds to be treated with VAC are painful in nature. Most of them are infected wounds or ulcers. The VAC system itself may cause pain due to negative pressure it applies. However, there is no reported study on this topic. Strategies to minimize pain should be employed.\[20\]

The main limitation to this study is its retrospective nature. In addition, patients had a wide variety of different SSIs in our study. Therefore, further large-scale, prospective studies would provide more accurate results in terms of wound healing, quality of life, and cost-effectivity of the VAC therapy.

In conclusion, peripheral wound infections are associated with significantly longer length of hospital stay, and increased cost and mortality. The VAC applications may reduce these rates. Most hospital infections are multi-drug resistant. The VAC systems increase blood flow, reduces edema, and promotes granulation tissue. It is an ideal method to be used during surgery to fight with SSIs.
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